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Basic Characteristics for Regression 
Analysis in Arid Areas 

W. 0. THOMAS, JR. 

Multiple-regression techniques are commonly used to transfer 
flood characteristics from gaged to w1gaged watersheds. In the 
arid or semiarid area of the United States the standard error 
of the e regres ion relations often are quite large. One way to 
reduce the standard. error is to identify ba in characteristics 
that are significant for predicting T-ycar flood discharges uch 
as 50- or 100-year floods. Recent investigations have identified 
new cha racteristics that appear to be promising. Examples of 
these are main channel sinuosity, bydraulic radius, bank-fuJI 
channel conveyance, basin shape, l'ime-to-peak of the flood 
hydrograph effective drainage area, and percent of the basin 
in a given bydrologic soil group. The appropriatenes of their 
use and the application of these basin characteristics arc d.is
cussed. ln addjtjon a few new basin characteristics are sug· 
gested that have not yet been investigated. Examples include 
channel infiltration losses, ratio of main channel width to flood
plain wi~th streain-network magnitude, channel storage indices, 
and dramage density. 

Planning and designing highway bridges and culverts requires 
knowledge of the magnitude and frequency of flooding o that 
economical and safe designs can be obtained. At most loca
tions where drainage tructures are contemplated, no gaging 
station records are available. Therefore, there is a need to 
develop techniques for transferring flood characteristics (such 
as the 100-year flood-peak discharge) from gaging , rations to 
ungaged sites. A technique commonly used to estimate flood 
characteri tics is multiple-regression analysi . In this analy is 
flood characteristics at u.ngaged sites are estimated by regre -
sion equations that u e basin and climatic characteristics as 
predictor variables. For arid areas in the southwestern United 
~rates, the tandard errors of estimate of the regre i.on equa
tions often exceed 60 percent and can be as high a 100 per
cent. A possible way of improving thi transfer technique is 
to identify new basin characteristics that are significant in 
predicting flood characteristics. 

The purposes of this paper are to (1) describe basin char
acteristics presently being used, (2) document the need for 
new basin characteristics, (3) describe some new basin char
~cteristics tl1at have been recently evaluated and sh w prom
ise, and (4) suggest some new ba in characteri · ics that might 
be u eful for estimating flood characteristic . everal of the 
new basin characteristics have been used in the more humid 
areas in the east, but they may have applicability in the arid 
we t as well. Ba in characteristics, a described in this paper. 
can be (1) channel characteristics, such as active channel width 
hydraulic radius , and inuo ity ratio; (2) topological charac-
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teristics such a tream-network magnitude, link-lengch di -
tributiou parameters, and drainage den ity· (3) hydrograph 
characteristics, such a time-to-peak and ba in lag time· and 
(4) the more conventional ba i.n characteristics, uch as drain~ 
age area, cbannel slope, percent of forestation, and soil 
characteristics. 

PRESENTLY USED BASIN CHARACTERISTICS 

The U.S. Geological Survey has made extensive use of regres
sion equati n based on basin and climatic characteristics to 
estimate flood characteri tic . ince 973, every Geological 

urvey Di trict Office has publi bed at lea t one report on 
estimating flood-peak discharge at ungaged ites. A list of 
these reports by state is provided in (1). The regression equa
tions in these reports are based on basin and climatic char
acteristics chat can be readily determined from topographic 
maps and climatic report of the National Weather Service or 
state agencies. Table 1 summarizes the frequency of use of 
these basin and climatic characteristics in the statewide regional 
flood-frequency analyses. The data in table 1 are based on 
statewide reports that were published before December 31, 
1986. Drainage area was used in regression equations in reports 
prepared for all 50 states and Puerto Rico; it is usually the 
mo t significant variable in accounting for variability in flood 
estimace . Main channel l p and some index of precipitation 
(such as annual precipitation or the 2-year 24-hour precipi
tation) were variables u ed in regres ion equation for 24 and 
33 states, respectively. Basin storage and forest cover are 
expressed as percentages of the total drainage area covered 
with lakes, swamps and ponds (for basin storage), or forests. 
Mean basin elevation is a popular variable in the western 
states where flood characteri tic for water beds at higher 
elevations are much different from those at lower elevation . 
Main channel length is occasionally used in conjunction with 
drainage area to describe basin shape. Normally, however, 
channel length is highly correlated with drainage area and 
does not explain any additional variation in the flood char
acteristics. This partially explains why channel length is used 
in only five ·tales. Minimum January temperature is some· 
times used to help explain the difference in flood peaks caused 
predominantly by snowmelt and those caused by rainfall. Soil 
characteristics are not used very frequently po sibly because 
the infiltration values readily acces ible for these regional 
flood studie are not well defined . oiJ characteristics may be 
a variable that warrant furt11er valuation. in future studie 
in arid areas. There were a few other variables, such as basin 
shape (basin length squared divided by drainage area) and 
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TABLE 1 SUMMARY OF BASIN AND CLIMATIC 
CHARACTERISTICS USED IN U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
REGRESSION EQUATIONS 

Independent 

variable 

Drainage area 

Channel slope 

Annual precipitation 

Basin storage (r.} 

Mean basin elevation 

Precipitation intensity 

Forest cover {%} 

Channel length 

M.inimur:i January temperature 

Soils characteristics 

Number of States 

(including Puerto Rico} 

51 

24 

22 

18 

12 

11 

4 

seasonal snowfall, that were used in only one state each and 
are not shown in table 1. 

Many oft he basin and climatic characteristics hown in table 
1 have been used frequently because of their availabi lity , ea e 
of computation, and no requirement for a ite visit . Future 
research and valuation should be oriented l wards identi· 
fying new predictor variables that might provide a more accu
rate estimating relation even though additional effort may be 
needed to determine their values. 

NEED FOR NEW BASIN CHARACTERISTICS 

One u eful a pect of using regres ion equations to estimate 
flood characteristics is that the accuracy of the e equations is 
easily determined. Accuracy as used in this paper i defined 
as the standard error of estimate of the regression analy i · 
it is the error to expect two-thirds of the time. This standard 
error is a measure of the accuracy of the regression equations 
when compared to the gaging station data used to develop 
the equations. It may or may not reflect the true predictive 
accuracy of the regression equations. 

Table 2 summarizes the distribution of standard errors of 
estimate for the 50- and 100-year flood discharges for the 50 
states and Puerto Rico. The table is based on the maximum 
values for the different hydrologic regions within each state, 
and it shows that all 50 states and Puerto Rico have at least 
one hydro logic region where the tandard error of estimate 
exceeds 30 percent. However, there are ome hydrolog.ic regions 
in Alabama, Georgia Wisconsin , Pennsylvania , and Ohio 
where the standard error is less than 30 percent. The data in 
table 2 can be used to determine the number of states having 
standard errors in a certain range. For example, 6 states have 
maximum standard errors in the range of 30 to 40 percent, 
and 12 states have maximum standard errors in the range 50 
to 60 percent. Keep in mind however, that the standard error 
e(ten vary con iderably among hydrologic region within a 
given tate and the distribution of tandard error · shown in 
table 2 is based on the maximum value for any hyclrologic 
region in that state. 
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It is interesting to note the geographical distribution of the 
standard errors. States where the maximum standard error 
exceeds 60 percent are shown in figure 1. The states are pre
dominantly in the We l with the exception of Minne ·ota , 
Maryland and Florida. Each of these three tates has one or 
more low-lying hydrologic region where ba in storage, chan
nel storage or non-contributing areas of lh water hed are 
significant. The tandard error tends to be higber in the west
ern states due to the greater variability in annual flood-peak 
data (time- ampling error ) and the less dense gaging talion 
netw rk ( pace- ampling errors). The problem i com
pounded by the fact the watershed and climatic characteri tics 
are more variable in the arid area of the we tern ·tate .. In 
addition the water heel and climatic characteri tics frequently 
u ed (table 1) do uot sufficiently ace unt for the variation in 
flood characteri tic among water heels. These are some of 
the reason why the state with tandard errors exceeding 60 
percent are mostly in the more arid West . Jt is po sible that 
th.i high tandard error could be reduced by using different 
basin characteristi.cs that explain more of the variation in fl od 
characteristics from ite to site. It should be noted, however 
that the standard errors for ba in at higher elevations and 
the more humid areas in the west tend to be less than 60 
percent primarily because of the reduced variabi lity in the 
annual flood-peak data. Therefore the reader should not infer 
from figure l that all hydrologic regions within the shaded 
tates have standard errors exceeding 60 percent. 

DESCRIPTION OF NEW BASIN 
CHARACTERISTICS 

In this section, promising new basin characteristics recently 
used by various analysts and a few new basin characteristics 
that might be useful for estimating flood characteristics are 
discussed. Tht: Ji~cussion of these basin characteristics will 
be grouped into the following categories: channel character
istics , elevation-oriented approach, topological characteris
tics, and hydrograph characteristics. These categories are 
defined below. 

Channel Characteristics 

In many arid or semiarid areas, T-year nood discharges decrease 
(attenuate) as basin ize increa. es. Tl1is is due in part, to 

TABLE 2 DISTRIBUTION OF STANDARD ERRORS FOR 
SO- AND 100-YEAR FLOODS ESTIMATED FROM U.S. 
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY REGRESSION EQUATIONS 

Standard error 

(in percent} 

>30* 

>40 

>50 

>60 

>80 

> 100 

Number of States 

(including Puerto Rico) 

51 

45 

31 

19 

10 

•certain hydrologic regions in Alaba~a. Georgia, Wisconsin, 

Pennsylvania, and Ohio had stanaard errors less than 30 percent 
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FIGURE 1 Identification of states where standard errors of estimate for the 50- and 100-year floods exceed 60 
percent in at least one hydrologic region. 

channel storage and channel lo · ·es. Since drainage area is 
usually rhe most important independent variable, this explains 
why conventional basin characteristics often do not ade
quately explain the variation in flood characteristics. As an 
a lte rnative, m any analysts (2, 3, 4) have used channel-geom
etry characteristics primarily active channel width to e ti
mate flo od characteristics. Active chan nel width is bri fly 
defined a the width of main channeJ measured between the 
permanent vegetation on each bank. The application and 
accuracy of the channel-geometry technique and a more com
plete definition of the required channel characteristi are 
given in (2, 3, 4). The method does require a field visit to the 
ungaged s ite to mea ure channel width. Regression equation 
based on active channel width have been developed by the 
Geological Survey in eigh t western states and Ohio and are 
listed in (J) . These nine state a lso have regression equations 
ba ed on basin and climatic characteri tic . 

hannel storage oflen causes flood discharge to decrease 
in a downstream direction. In a recent tudy in southern Ari
zona (5) , attenuation adj ustment factors were computed by 
dividing at· ·ite 7'-year flood estimates by the regi nal regres-
ion est imates. T he e adjustment factors were then multiplied 

by the regional regres ion e timates when appl ied to ungaged 
sites with significant channel torage . Another approach is to 
define channel characteristic that reflect these t rage char
acterisfics and use them in the regres ion a11aly i . One uch 
study (6) in 1964 examined channel width , channel width/ 
depth ratio, channel cross-sectional area, and channel cross-

sectional area times length of the main channel as indices of 
channel storage. None of these characteristics was found to 
be significant in estimating flood discharges, given that drain
age area and channel length were already included in the 
equation . However. these indices should be reevaluated in 
future tudies. Another mea. ure that is clo e ly re lated and 
that might be useful as an index of channel torage, is the 
main channel width rela tive to floodpl ain width . This value 
could be mea ured from topographic map at several locations 
throughout the basin and averaged to obtain a single index. 

In arid areas in the west, floods u uaUy occur in dry . tream 
channels. The volume and peak di charge of the flood is reduced 
by infiltration into the tream bed , ·tream banks, and p ' sibly 
the floodplain. The U.S. oil Conservation Servic (7) ha 
defined ways of e 1jmating the e reductions in flood volumes 
and peak discharges u ing characteristics of th channel reach 
such as effective hydra uli.c conductivity a decay factor, aver
age width and length of the reach. Procedures are given for 
estimating the reduction in flow with and without using observed 
inflow-outflow data. A table is provided for relating srreambed 
material characte ris tics to the ab ve-rneniioned channel char
acteristics o that the method is applicable to ungaged ice 
(i.e. no ob erved inflow-outfl ow data). 

In a recent tudy in Kentucky (8), main channel inuosity 
was found to be ignificant for estimating flood discharge-. 
T he main channel inuo ity wa defined a the rat io of the 
main channel length divided by the ba, in length (straight-line 
distance from outlet to basin divide) and is another mea ·ure 
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of channel storage. In the Kentucky study, the main channel 
sinuo ity was inversely related to flood djscharges. 

ln a recent study in Arkansas (9) hydraulic radiu or mean 
channel depth was found to be a significant predictor variable. 
It wa assumed that the hydraulic radius used in conjunctjon 
with channel slope wa a 'better index of velocity of the flood 
wave than channel slope alone. A method for determin ing 
hydraulic radiu withoul visiting the ungaged site wa given 
in the report (9). The standard errors of the regre ion were 
reduced an average of 9 percent wben hydrau lic radius 
was used in conjunction with convent ional watershed 
characteristics. 

Bank-full channel conveyance was found to be a significant 
factor for estimating urban flood discharges in Hou ton , Texa 
(10). In thi study, bank-foll channel con eyance was defined 
a the conveyance at a controlJing secti n downstream from 
the gage when the water-surface elevation was e lual to that 
of the lower stream bank. The conveyance was computed 
using Manning's equation. Although this variable was used 
for urban streams, it may also be applicable to rural streams. 

Elevation-Oriented Approach 

In arid or semiarid areas, flood characteristics tend to vary 
as a function of elevation of the watershed. In the eastern 
foothill of the Rocky Mountain in Colorado, the drainage 
area below 8,000 feet was ·h wn to be a better predictor of 
rainfall floods than the entire drainage area (11). This is because 
extreme rainfall events generally occur at elevations below 
8 000 feet. Above 8 000 feet precipitation generally occurs 
as snowfall, and unit runoff is not a · great. ln the Colorado 
study (1.1) , the standard error of the 100-year rainfall-related 
flood wa reduced ignificantly by using drainage area only 
below 8,000 feet rather than the entire drainage area f the 
watershed. 

In Nevada, unit-flood-discharge values (discharge per square 
mile} were determined for each of veral elevation zones 
(12). The total T-year flood di charge for a given watershed 
was determined by th sum of the products of the area of 
each elevation zone and it respective unit-flood-discharge 
values. The unit values were adjusted by trial-and-error pro
cedures until a good agreement was reached with station data. 
This approach may be applicable to other areas of the south
west and deserves further evaluation. 

Topological Characteristics 

Topological characteri tics are defined as those characteristics 
describing the geometry or geomorphology of the channel 
network and the basin. A recent report using data for mall 
streams in Wyoming has indicated that tream-network mag
nitude (number f first order rream ) and link-length distri
butfon parameter are useful for estimating the shape of unit 
hydrogTaph {13). The !·ink-length distribution parameters are 
actually the cale and shape parnmeters of the two-parameter 
gamma di tribution. This distributi. n is fitted to the ample 
of internal link length · defined as the di ranee between junc
tions (confluence) of trcam of order of 2 and 3 3 and 4, 
etc. The dist ribution of internal link length essentially describes 
the density of the stream channel network. If the stream-
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network magnitude and link-length distribution parameters 
are important in estimating unit hydrographs, then they may 
have application in estimating flood discharges of a given 
return period. 

In a study in Kentucky, basin shape, defined as the basin 
length squared divided by drainage area, was shown to be a 
significant variable for estimating T-year flood di charges (8). 
In this case, basin length was measured as a straight-line dis
tance from the gage to the point on the basin divide used to 
determine main channel length. The shape of the basin is 
indicative of how fast the flood waters run off the basin. A 
long narrow basin tends to store water and attenuate flood 
peaks. On the other hand, runoff tends to be more rapid from 
circular basins since the travel time of the flood wave for the 
major tributaries tends to be more nearly equal. Occasionally, 
drainage area and main-channel length are used independ
ently in the regression equations and are, in effect, a measure 
of basin shape (9, 14). In these instances, main-channel length 
has a negative exponent in the regression equation. 

Another variable closely related to the link-length distri
bution parameters is drainage density. Drainage density is 
defined as the total length of all streams per unit of area. It 
is a measure of the development of the drainage system and 
should be an indicator of how fast the surface runoff occurs. 
To the author's knowledge, no one has demonstrated that 
this variable is significant in predicting flood discharges. This 
variable is affected by the scale of the maps used, the contour 
interval, and the extent to which streamlines are mapped. As 
an alternative to measuring the blue streamlines on the top
ographic map, perhaps the stream length should be computed 
as the total distance upstream until the swales disappear on 
the map. Now that topographic coverage at a scale of 1:24,000 
is available nearly nationwide, this variable may prove to be 
significant in estimating T-year flood discharges. 

Hydrograph Characteristics 

Hydrograph characteristics are computed from basin char
acteri tics combined with stream flow data. In actuality, they 
are streamflow characteristics, but in this paper they will be 
referred to as basin characteristic since they arc indicative 
of basin re pon e. Time-to-peak cime of concentration , and 
ba in lag time are example of hydrograpb characteristics. 
These characteristic integrate the effects of soils ba in slope 
and hape, channel torage land cover, and tream network 
configuration. In a recent study in Wi consfo, the time-to
peak wa shown to decrea e the tandard error of prediction 
significantly over using the m re conventional varjables of 
drainage area and mean annual precipitation (15). Of course 
the reduction in standard error would have to be signjfjcant 
to ma.ke it worthwhile to collect the streamflow data needed 
to compute the time-to-peak. Jn Wisconsin, the tandard error 
of prediction was reduced from about 35-38 percent t 23-
32 percent depending on the recurrence interval f the flood 
discharge . The analy t would have to make the decision as to 
whether the reduction in standard error warranted the col
lection of limited streamflow data. 

Certain analyst have hown that basin lag time (time from 
centroid of rainfall excess to centroid of runoff) i · igniftcant 
in estimating flood discharges for urban areas (16, 17). Thi 
characteristic may also be usefu l in estimating fl od discharges 
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for rural areas. As noted above the redu !ion in standard 
error would have to be ignificant to warrant collecting tbe 
streamflow and rainfaJJ data needed. 

Th author's personal. experience in u' ing hydrograph char
acteri tics to estimate flood discharges in Ulinois was that the 
reduction in tandard error was not sufficient to warrant col
lecting the needed data. In the JJlinois study (unpubli ·hed 
report) the linear torage routing coefficient was also used 
a a predictor variable in addition to time of concentration. 
The linear torage coefficient i · the lope of the reces io11 
hydrograpb, which is indicative of how fast the flood water 
drain from storage once inflow (precipitation exce s) to the 
watershed l)a cea ·ed. The time of concentration and the 
linear storage coefficient were statisticalJy significant but they 
did not substantially reduce the tandard error of estimate 
determined by using conventional ba in characteri tics. ll is 
tbe author' opinion that the u e of the e hydrograpb char
acteristic need fwther eva luation relative to thee timation 
of T-year flood discharges. 

Conventional Basin Characteristics 

There are al o possible improvements in the conventi.onal 
basin characteristic given in table l that are worth consid
ering. In a recent tudy in Colorado effective drainage area 
proved to be a more significant predictor variable tJrnn total 
drainage area (18). Effective drainage area was computed by 
subtracting drainage areas upstream from all erosion-control 
or flood-retention structures in the basin from the total drain
age area. Since the U.S. oil Conservation ervice ha con
structed these erosion-control and/or flood-retenti n truc
ture in mo t arid ba ins, the use of effective drainage area 
should be applicable in <1reas outside of olorado. These con
trol structures are generally man uncontrolled reservoirs 
designed Lo retain about a 25-year f\Ood. This concept of 
effoctive drainage area i not intended for u e in basins with 
large flood-control reservoirs with controlled outflow. Effec
tive drainage area i most applicable for mall drainage area , 
since this is where the majority of the ero ion-contr I and 
flood-retention structures have been con tructed. It may be 
necessary to determine effective drainage area from field 
reconnaissance rather than map · if the reproducibility of com
puting this variable proves to be low. 

oil characteristics have occasionally proven co be ignifi
cant in e timating flood discharges ( ee table 1). One pos ' ible 
rea on that soils characteristics have not been used more is 
that the infiltration values are not well defined. The infiltra
tion value availabl in the Geological Survey treamflow and 
Basin Cbaracteristi File were provided to the Geological 
Survey by the U.S. Soil onservation Service during a nation
wide surface-water network analy i study in 1969- 70. It i 
the author' pinion that these infiHration value should be 
revi wed and possibly recomputed based on the latest oils 
maps. 

Studies in Maryland and Delaware have indicated that the 
percentage of the basin in each of two {A and D) of the four 
hydrologic soi l group, (A B , D) of the U.S. Soil Con
servation Servic is a significant predictor variable for T-year 
flood di charges (19, 20) . The use of rhe e oil characteri ·tic 
greatly reduced the standard error of estimat in Lhe oastal 
Plain region of Maryland and Delaware, and these charac-
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teristics should be investigated in arid areas of the western 
United States. The percent of the basin having a certain soil 
type proved to be more significant than an average infiltration 
value for the entire basin. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

The standard error · of regres ion equation for estimating T
year flood discharges in arid area are often quite high. A 
pas ible elution is to identify new ba in cha.racteristi that 
are significant io explaining tbe variation in flood di charge 
from ite to site. Several types of basin characreri ti lhat 
have recently been evaluated were discussed. The following 
basin characteri tic may be u eful for estimating flood di -
charges in the arid We t. 

Channel characteristics-

1. Channel-geometry cbaracteristics, primarily active chan
nel width, have been used by the Geological Survey in eight 
western states and Ohio to provide reliable estimates of T
year flood discharges. 

2. A study in the southwestern United States in 1964 inves
tigated four indices of channel storage and did not find any 
of them significant for estimating T-year flood discharges ( 6). 
However, these characteristics should be reevaluated in future 
studies. 

3. A possible new indicator of channel storage is main channel 
width relative to floodplain width. 

4. Channel infiltration losses as defined by the U.S. Soil 
Conservation Service may be useful in estimating T-year flood 
discharges (7). 

5. Main channel sinuosity was found to be significant in 
estimating T-year floods in Kentucky and may have appli
cability in the arid West (8). 

6. Hydraulic radius was found to be significant in Arkansas, 
where the inclusion of this characteristic reduced the standard 
error of estimate by an average of 9 percent for several recur
rence interval floods (9). 

7. Bank-full channel conveyance as used in an urban study 
in Houston should be investigated in studies of rural flood 
characteristics in arid areas (10). 

Elevation-oriented approach-

1. The drainage area of basins below 8,000 feet was shown 
to be more significant than total drainage area when esti
mating rainfall related flood discharges in Colorado (11). 

2. In Nevada, unit flood runoff per elevation zone was 
summed to obtain an estimate of the total flood discharge 
(12). This approach may be applicable to other areas in the 
Southwest. 

Topological characteristics-

1. Stream-network magnitude and link-length distribution 
parameters were hown to be useful in Wyoming for e ti
mating unit hydrograph (13) and may have applicability for 
e timating T-year flood discJiarges. 

2. Basin bape was found to be ignificant in Kentucky in 
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estimating flood discharges (8) and may have applicability in 
the arid West. 

3. Drainage density could be a useful characteristic for esti
mating T-year floods. 

Hydrograph characteristics-

1. The time-to-peak hydrograph characteristic reduced 
standard errors of prediction 6 to 12 percent in Wisconsin 
over use of conventional basin characteristics (15). 

2. Basin lag time was shown to be significant in urban areas 
(16, 17) and may have application to rural streams in arid 
areas if streamflow and rainfali data can be obtained in a cost
effective manner. 

Conventional basin characteristics-

I. Effective drainage area was shown to be ignifi ant in 
estimating T-year flood discharg s for mall !reams in eastern 
Colorado (18) and may have applications in other areas of 
the Southwest. 

2. In studies in Maryland and Delaware, the percent of the 
basin in a given hydro! gic oi l group proved to be a more 
·ignificant variable than the average infiltration value for Lbe 
entire ba, in (19, 20) . This approa h need t be evaluat d in 
the more arid areas in the West. 

The investigation and use of the a in characteristics dis
cus ed in thi report may lead co development of improved 
regression models for !'ream in arid or semi.arid areas of the 
United States. Under tanding the physical proce ses that cause 
floods is necessary to develop improved predictive models. 
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